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me-you + system-cinema + pasageway (NBP) 

Ricardo Basbaum 

 

The work I am presenting at the 7th Shanghai Biennale intends to continue and extend some of the 

topics I have been researching over the last years: the relationship between ‘me’ and ‘you’ via 

choreographies, games and exercises; the proposition of architectonic-sculptoric structures where the 

visitor is invited to develop compulsory performances through the use of doors, passageways and 

stands; the presence of CCTV systems which produce live images in real time as a sort of cinema; the 

use of diagrams that emphasize the presence of discoursive layers that function together with the 

sensorial and affective components. The decision of developing the work as several ‘series’ that 

evolve independently but can be combined together or even explored in isolation was taken as a way 

of setting up a sort of structure that requires permanent updating and actualization: the intention is to 

be always able to have the proposals establishing strong and intensive links with the very local sites 

and contexts where they are installed and exhibited. 

 

Actually, for a long time since I have been working with the aim of getting the visitors (term that I prefer 

instead of public, which sounds more imprecise in terms of connecting one to the artwork) closer to my 

propositions, carefully building up what can be seen as an operation to move them forward: some 

expectation is thus projected and the artwork is taken as if it should only produce the necessary tools 

for the others’ actions and gestures – the displayed art piece would rest empty in the exhibition, 

accomplishing something only when it is activated by the presence of ‘you’ as an active agent. There 

is therefore an inversion of the so-called figure/ground organization and the artwork (which usually 

stands as the figure) shifts to the background leaving foreground space to what is just present there 

(but usually stands as the ground) to provide hidden and passive contextualization: be it the public, the 

architecture, the institutional features, etc, – these elements are activated and brought forward to 

become the main actors or characters of the scenario proposed by the installation. The art piece exists 

minimally as a visual device, in the sense that it refuses to gleam by itself, preferring remain there as a 

sort of landscape where the games, exercises and choreographies (from anyone) take place.  

 

The kind of intervention proposed by me-you + system-cinema + pasageway (NBP) bears a dynamic 

space permeated by a public condition where the differences of the real world (out there...) are not 

annihilated by any aesthetic universalism. The installation space proposes an experience which can 

only be held by subjects – and this is a proper effect of the artwork – who accept to locate themselves 

at the realm of a transformation process (a promise from any art piece but one which only a few are 

interested in providing). My NBP – New Bases for Personality project (1990) started under such 

program and continues to emphasize and problematize it, under various circunstances: several 

strategies of the work (plastic, sensorial, discoursive) have been contributing to the production of a 

sort of reduced communicational particle – a virus in itself – that is meant to spread through 



contamination at the installation and its contact zones. Then we have to talk about membranes – 

which mediate all the encounters to which the artworks are submitted (“the installation as a meeting 

point”): they instate a local exchange field with the help of organic lines (Lygia Clark) and active 

surfaces, as their main devices. At the membranes, the borders become active. With the help of 

membranes, the installation is able to negotiate its presence at the event, guaranteeing it will function 

as part of a larger system without loosing its specific autonomy – that is, membranes help in opening 

up not only connections inside/outiside but other forms of links from where different entities can 

emerge; and also provide specific areas of resistance.  

 

As a sort of arena, the installation promotes encounters and confrontations: to cross the doors and 

passageways, to sit at the benches – gestures from where you acknowledge the presence of 

someone else there, with you (‘me & you’). Duplicate images of yourself may appear at the video 

monitors, emphasizing the extraction one from oneself – there is no erasure, but mutiplication of one 

times the other: therefore, mixtures are expected and will be enacted, performed. It is very important 

to comprehend that the operation of getting closer and closer to the art piece is an approximation 

maneuver that necessarily takes different speeds and is not resolved all at once. The several aspects 

of the me-you + system-cinema + pasageway (NBP) installation contribute to make the operation a 

complex one, with all these diverse speeds related to different areas and installation parts: what is 

remarkable here is to try to effectively fold each of the series that compose the work into each other, 

and then unfold them into the local context – it does’n matter what step comes first, you can begin 

from any stage or sequence. After all, things have already started somewhere else and we are here to 

keep all the parts of the process in motion, hoping to provide new insights and inflections – this time, 

next time, etc.  

 

It is always a waste of time to figure out what is an artist – this is not an abstract problem, but the 

result of a collective (social, economic) process. Any conceptualization on this matter should never 

focus on solo trends and adventures but precisely on what is shared by actors that invest all their 

efforts in building distance from each other – who recognize they are searching nothing in common. 

But some joy can be obtained if the common search seeks nothing – yes, there are those who share 

the love for empty areas and welcome the other (each other) – ‘you’, ‘me’. Then, as ‘you’ might 

expect, the final construction can be regularly postponed. 

 

  


